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Introduction
Welcome to Dead Man’s Doubloons, where players take on the role of a
legendary pirate ship captain, hell-bent on winning the race to endless
riches of buried treasure. Fragments of treasure maps, gold doubloons,
and precious jewels can all be stolen, as can rival ships! Once the treasure
has been dug up, ship captains return to their vessels to engage in a final
epic battle on the high seas!

Overview

Components

Optional Module Components

Standard Game Components

Compass

1 standard game board

48 doubloons

12 compass tokens

18 jewels (6 rubies,
8 emeralds, 4 diamonds)

Black Jewel

Dead Man’s Doubloons is an action-packed board game for 2 to 6
players, playable in 30 to 45 minutes.
As the game begins, pirate ships skirmish with one another while
navigating the reefs surrounding a mysterious island, desperately
searching for treasure map fragments and pillaging whatever they can.
Meanwhile, the ships’ captains and their landing parties follow one of
several possible paths leading to the buried treasure, discovering
additional riches and perilous obstacles along the way. Only the savviest
of captains will manage to locate and dig up the legendary treasure.
Having collected their precious loot, the captains return to their vessels to
engage in the final battle. Defeated vessels become ghost ships with
cursed treasure, though with careful planning they may still emerge
victorious. Once the captains have laid waste to their enemies and
exhausted their options, the game will end, and the richest pirate is the
winner!

56 action cards
(41 normal, 15 captain)

18 map tiles (6 special,
12 map fragments)

12 water tiles
2 black jewels

1 red landmark tile
”Obsidian Cradle”

Alternate Island Adventure
26 landmark tiles
(9 blue, 8 red, 9 yellow)

12 pillage tokens

6 pirate ship figures
(1 ship of each color)

Back side of the standard
game board
6 ghost ship figures
(1 ship of each color)

6 pirate ship placemats

4 normal action cards
(green top)

36 marker discs
(6 per player)

1 attack die

2 protection orb tokens

1 initiative token

6 green path
landmark tiles

6 captain meeples

24 relic tokens
(10 totems, 14 shells)

1

1 blue landmark tile
”Old Mystic ”

6 player reference cards

1 rulebook

2

6 end game tracker tokens
(1 per player)

Perform the following steps to setup a new game:

Game Setup

1. Place the standard game board in the center of the table, with the side
containing the single beach area face up.

IMPORTANT: The main part of this rulebook assumes you will not be
playing with any of the optional modules (we recommend leaving them
out for your first game). Separate out all components related to the
optional modules (reference the Components list above) and leave them
in the game box when setting up the game. Then once you are ready to
add more depth to the game you can read the optional module rules
located at the back of this rulebook.

2. Place the doubloons in a pile next to the game board. Each player
takes 2 doubloons to start.

6. Shuffle the 3 sets of landmark tiles and place them in separate stacks
near the game board.

7. Draw and place a random water tile from the appropriate group face
up in the corner of the each water region, starting with the beach region
and working clockwise, according to the following chart (return the rest
to the game box – they will not be used for this game)

3. Place 2 pillage tokens per player next to the game board (return the
rest to the game box – they will not be used for this game).
4. Put all the jewels face-down and place them beside the game board.

5. Set the captain cards aside for later, and shuffle the remaining action
cards.
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• Find and shuffle together all 3 map fragment tiles of the correct number
of types as follows (return the rest to the game box – they will not be
used for this game):
• 2 players: 2 map fragment types (it doesn’t matter which types)
– 6 tiles total

Water Tile Draw Order

• 3-4 players: 3 map fragment types (it doesn’t matter which
types) – 9 tiles total

2

Players

• 5-6 players: All 4 map fragment types – 12 tiles total

3

Players

6

5

Setup the map tiles stack for the game, based on the number of players,
as follows:

4

Players

5

2

4

Players

1

4 Players Example
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• From the shuffled stack, randomly remove the correct number of tiles
according to the table below, without looking at them (return them to
the game box – they will not be used for this game):

Players

8

8. The player who can most convincingly say the phrase “Ahoy Matey!”
like a pirate takes the initiative token – if no one agrees, fight it out like
pirates (or choose randomly)! Starting with the player with the initiative
token, proceeding clockwise, each player chooses a captain as follows:

• 2 players: Remove 3 map fragments from the game
• 3 players: Remove 4 map fragments from the game
• 4 players: Remove 2 map fragments from the game
• 5 players: Remove 4 map fragments from the game

8.1. Choose a captain for the game. Take the captain’s meeple and
place it on the island at the beach.

8.1

8.3

• 6 players: Remove 2 map fragments from the game

8.2. Take the captain’s ship placemat and 6 markers of the
appropriate color. Place the placemat in front of you. Place one
marker on the 10 hull space, one on the 0 reputation space, and one
on each of the four crew spaces.
8.3. Take the captain’s 2 pirate ships. Place the normal pirate ship in
any of the four water regions (except any regions with group ‘S’
water tiles), facing either direction. Set the ghost ship figure aside for
now.
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4 Players Example

• Each player draws 1 random map fragment tile from the newly created
stack and places it next to their ship mat, face up.

• Finally, add the following special map tiles to the remaining stack
(return the rest to the game box – they will not be used for this game),
and then shuffle the final stack:
• 2-3 players: Add 1 Island Lore and 1 Skull Amulet

• 4 players: Add 1 Island Lore, 1 Skull Amulet, and 1 Protection Orb

• 5 players: Add 2 Island Lores, 1 Skull Amulet, and 1 Protection Orb

8.2

3

• 6 players: Add 1 Island Lore, 2 Skull Amulets, and 2 Protection Orbs
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Rules

2. Action Phase
One player at a time, starting with the player who has the initiative token,
each player executes their action card as follows:

The game is played in rounds, and during each round some phases are
simultaneous and others are performed in turn order. Each game round
consists of the following phases:
1. Round Start (simultaneous)
2. Action Phase (turn order)
3. Pillage Phase (simultaneous)
4. Round End (simultaneous)

Perform Movement
The player performs the movement portion of the action card. Based on
the icons at the top of the action cards, ships will Sail and/or Come About
(and sometimes do nothing). Solid black movement icons indicate the
movement is required, whereas white icons with dotted lines mean the
movement is optional. If there are multiple movement icons, the player
may choose the order in which they are executed. The icons are executed
as detailed below.

1. Round Start
Begin each round as follows:
1. Place the correct number of doubloons on the island (available
to be Pillaged), as follows:

HUNT
One of several effects will happen, depending on how many
map fragments you currently possess and at what point in
the game this action is performed, as follows:

• Exploit: Draw and reveal a landmark tile from any stack, and then
choose either yourself or another player to resolve the effect. Then
place the tile on the bottom of the stack. Note that this does not count
as an attack against another player, and so you cannot gain reputation
for sinking other ships in this manner.

If you possess less than 2 map fragments: Draw 1 map tile (if there are
none left to draw, then this action has no effect). Resolve drawn tiles as
follows:
• Map fragments are placed face up next to your ship placemat.

• Island Lore tiles grant an immediate Advance or Exploit (see below) and
are then removed from the game.
• Skull Amulet tiles grant an immediate reputation level and are then
removed from the game.

Example: Widow Cheng, after the treasure has been dug up, decides to use the Hunt
action to Exploit. She draws a red tile (3 damage) and decides to give the effect to
Hayreddin, causing him to take 3 points of damage.

• Protection Orb tiles are placed face up next to your ship placemat. See
Board action for details on how this tile works.

REPAIR
Increase the ship’s hull damage marker by 1 space. If
there are no other ships in the same water region,
increase the marker 1 additional space. A ship’s hull can
never exceed 10.

• 2 players: Place 2 doubloons on the island

• 3-4 players: Place 3 doubloons on the island

Required

• 5-6 players: Place 4 doubloons on the island

Optional

SAIL
The ship sails around the island, moving to the next water
region in the direction the ship is facing. If the ship enters a
new region with an “Upon Entry” effect, immediately
resolve that effect before continuing with additional
movement options and/or actions.
COME ABOUT
The ship turns around (rotates 180 degrees), facing the
opposite direction within the same region.

2. Players draw up to their current hand size (5 at the start of the game)

Perform Action

3. Simultaneously, each player secretly chooses 3 cards from their hand.
The chosen cards are placed face down on the table in front of each
player, in the order of the player’s choosing.

After movement, the player chooses one of the two actions on their card
to perform. Individual Actions are executed as detailed below.

If you possess 2 or more map fragments: If the buried treasure has not
yet been dug up, you Advance your captain meeple. If it has, you will
Exploit a landmark. Proceed as follows:

BOARD
Boarding actions can only target damaged ships in your
region. There are various Boarding action effects, as
specified on the bottom right of the action card (the left
side of the card includes an arrow pointing to the right, as
a helpful reminder to check what the card’s specific
Boarding effect is).

• Advance: Choose one of the map fragment types you possess (if
possible) – you and all other players who possess the same map
fragment type must advance your captain meeples 1 space forward on
the footpath, starting with your captain and working clockwise. If there
are multiple path options, the captain’s player chooses whichever path
they wish. The first captain to reach a new location draws a random
landmark tile of the appropriate color, places it face up on the island,
and immediately resolves the tile’s effect (see Landmark Effects section
for details). Any subsequent captains that reach an existing landmark
will also resolve that tile’s effect. Resolve your landmark effect
completely before other captains “Follow” and move their meeples.

Some Boarding actions have an additional requirement designated on
the card, resolved as follows:
• Normal pre-requisite: In order to execute one of these Boarding
actions, you must have a previous action card that contains the
specified icon (you do not need to have chosen that action though).

• Enemy pre-requisite: In order to execute one of these Boarding
actions, the enemy you are trying to Board must have a face-up action
card that contains the specified icon (they do not need to have chosen
that action though).

PILLAGE
Gain a pillage token. This will be used during the Pillage
phase (see Pillage Phase section for details).
ATTACK: FORWARD
All enemy ships in the water region your ship is facing take
1 damage. Then roll the attack die and resolve its effects on
the ships that were damaged (see Attack Die section for
details).

1

2

3

4. All players flip over and reveal their first action card (from left to right)
simultaneously.
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ATTACK: BROADSIDES
All enemy ships in the same water region as your ship take
2 damage (they reduce their hull damage markers by 2
space). Then roll the attack die and resolve its effects on the
ships that were damaged (see Attack Die section for details).

Example: It is Calico Jack's turn (purple). He uses the Hunt action and decides to
advance with the 'X' map fragment. Valparisa (green) will Advance as well, since
she has the same map fragment, while Pollyanna (blue) will not, because she does
not have the same map fragment.
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Nor mal

Enemy

Specific Boarding action effects are as follows:
1

2

3

4

5

1. Steal map fragment: Select 1 of the enemy’s map fragments to take.

Losing Crew

Gaining And Losing Doubloons

As your ship takes damage from other players (as well as effects from
landmark tiles and Boarding actions) you will lose some of your crew.
Your crew are essential to the proper operation of your vessel, and
without them your ship will not function to the best of its abilities.

Various effects in the game will cause you to gain and lose doubloons.
Unless doubloons are being stolen by another player, gaining and losing
doubloons always means that gained doubloons come from the island
and lost doubloons are returned to the island. Doubloons are never
taken from or returned to the supply, except when replenishing the island
at the beginning of a new round.

2. Steal ½ doubloons: Take ½ of the enemy’s doubloons, round down.

Cost: Some landmarks show a doubloon cost just below the title. These
effects are optional – a player may choose to return the stated amount of
doubloons to the island in order to gain the tile’s effect.

3. Steal crew: Steal 1 of the enemy’s crew (see Losing Crew section for
details). The captain card version of this effect allows stealing 2 crew.
4. Steal jewel: Select 1 of the enemy’s jewels to take.

5. Steal reputation: Steal 1 reputation level from the enemy ship. Cannot
perform this action if the enemy ship does not have any reputation
levels, and if you already have max reputation you can still perform the
action but you will gain nothing yourself.
Protection Orbs: If you are boarded while you possess a
Protection Orb, give one Protection Orb to the boarder
instead of resolving the Boarding action effect indicated on
the action card.

Replace: Some landmarks indicate they should be replaced by another
landmark of a specific color. In these cases, remove the original landmark
from the game, add the new landmark indicated, and then resolve the
new landmark as normal.

When lost, crew pawns are always removed from left to right, and if you
manage to find or hire new crew they are replenished from right to left
(your ship can never have more than 4 crew).
The effects of lost crew are as follows:

Proceed to Next Action Card

• 1st crew lost: Your hand size is reduced by one.

All players then flip over and reveal their next action card simultaneously.
Repeat all action phase steps until all players’ action cards have been
resolved.

• 2nd crew lost: Your ship’s unique ability no longer works.

Improved Actions

• 3rd crew lost: Your hand size is reduced again by one.

Some action cards show a “+1” next to the action’s icon. In
the case of Attack actions, this adds 1 to the total damage.
For Pillage actions, you gain 1 additional pillage token. For
Repair actions, you Repair 1 additional hull.

• 4th crew lost: Your ship may not Come About (ignore all
Come About icons on action cards and on the Star Axis
landmark), except by external forces “(such as the Voodoo
Hut landmark, which you do not have direct control over).

Attack Die

Water Tile Effects

Landmark Effects

Water tiles affect how ships move and act around the island – refer to the
Water Tile Glossary at the back of the rulebook for a complete
breakdown.

Landmark tiles each do something unique. Blue landmarks are found
along the Coastal Path, and they are the safest to traverse. Yellow
landmarks represent the Valley of Riches, where additional doubloons
and even jewels can be found. Red landmarks mark the Cursed Passage,
the most dangerous, yet shortest route available. Refer to the Landmark
Tile Glossary at the back of the rulebook for a complete breakdown.

Round Start: Some water tiles state that they occur at “Round Start.” If
any ship starts the round in a region with one of these tiles, resolve the
effects one by one in initiative order.

If you have no crew, then an enemy cannot steal crew from you.
However, if you do have crew, an enemy may steal crew from you even if
they have full crew – they will simply not gain a crew member
themselves. Stolen crew are represented by a player’s own color pawns –
crew pawns are never transferred between players.

Standard Attack actions allow you to roll the attack die
following action resolution. Roll the die and resolve it as
follows:

Upon Entry: If a ship enters a new region with an “Upon Entry” effect,
immediately resolve that effect. This is also true when a ship is moved by
an enemy player, using a landmark or other game effect.

• Crew: Kill 1 crew (see Losing Crew section for details) on
each of the ships that were affected by the action.
• Doubloon: Steal 1 doubloon from each of the ships that
were affected by the action.
• Voodoo: This does nothing for non-ghost ships. For ghost
ships, this does 1 immediate damage to the affected ships.
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If the water tile has neither of these labels, then its effects are always
active whenever your ship is present in the region.

• Combine the discard pile, draw
deck, and the captain action cards
set aside earlier during game
setup – shuffle all cards together
to form a new draw deck.

3. Pillage Phase
Starting with the player who acquired the most pillage tokens and
working downward, each player takes an amount of doubloons from the
island equal to their pillage tokens, until there are none left to take. If
there are not enough doubloons left for a set of tied players, each tied
player takes an equal amount (as much as possible) and then the Pillage
phase ends. If only one player had pillage tokens, they take double the
number of doubloons.

• Remove all landmarks from the
island and place them back in their
respective stacks (reshuffle each
stack).

Ghost Ships

Winning the Game

If a ship takes enough damage to reduce its hull below 1, it becomes a
ghost ship. Follow these steps immediately:

When a player’s captain meeple reaches the final space on the captain’s
track (by playing enough captain action cards), the game end is
triggered. Finish the game round as normal (including the Pillage phase),
and then it’s time to count the booty!:

• Move all players’ captain meeples to the first space of the end game
track on their ship placemats, and each player immediately gains 1 crew,
representing the captain returning with the search party.

• 5 points for each diamond (white) jewel
• 4 points for each ruby (red) jewel
1. Move the ship’s hull damage marker to the ghost ship box on the
placemat.
2. The player who inflicted the damage increases the reputation marker on
their ship mat by 1, granting them extra points at the end of the game.

• 3 points for each emerald (green) jewel
• 2 points for each map fragment (but not other special
map tiles)

Ghost ships follow these special rules:

4. Round End

IMPORTANT: From this point forward, whenever a captain action card is
played, that player moves their captain meeple one space on the
captain’s track. When a player’s captain meeple reaches the final spot on
this track, the game end will be triggered at the end of the round.

Check for Buried Treasure
If any player’s captain meeple is at Mount Zotètmon, perform the
following steps:

• They gain a bonus when rolling the attack die – the voodoo
side results in doing 1 point of damage to the affected
ship(s).

• 1 point for each doubloon

• They cannot Come About (following the same rules as
when a ship loses its 4th crew).

• -1 point for each of the above if you ended the game as
a ghost ship

• They cannot repair and they are immune to damage,
although they are not immune to any other effects (such as
stealing or Following another player’s captain during a
Hunt action).

• 1 point for each crew member
• Appropriate amount of points from the reputation track
on your ship placement (0, 3, 7, or 12 points)

• They have cursed treasure: All their treasure is worth 1 less
at the end of the game (including jewels, map fragments,
and doubloons, but not including reputation or crew) – you
don’t want to end the game as ghost ship!

Check for Ghost Ship Redemption
If there are any ghost ships in play, they check for redemption (see Ghost
Ships section for details).

Cleanup

• All players who are at Mount Zotètmon draw 3 random jewels.

The player with the most points wins! In the case of a tie, the tied player
with the most doubloons wins.

Redemption: During the Round End phase, if a ghost ship has 5
doubloons they will automatically recover to normal (non-ghost ship)
status, as follows:

If still tied, whoever among them smells the worst wins!

1. Return cursed doubloons: Return 5 doubloons to the center of the
island.
2. Recover: Gain 7 hull and 2 crew.

Perform these final cleanup steps at the end of the round:

• All players who are 1 space away from Mount Zotètmon draw 2 random
jewels.

• All players discard their used action cards (keep the ones that are still in
hand).

• All players who are 2 spaces away from Mount Zotètmon draw 1
random jewel.

• All players discard any pillage tokens they acquired.

• Pass the initiative token to the next player to the left.

• All players discard ALL their action cards (those on the table and in their
hands).
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• Begin the next round.
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Optional Modules

Black Jewel
You can now tap into the mysterious dark powers
of the fabled Black Jewel! This powerful stone will
turn your ship into a fearsome vessel wreaking
havoc everywhere you roam.

Advanced Scoring
If you want to add a bit more strategy to your games, include these
optional advanced scoring rules.

Game Setup

End Game Scoring

Mix the 2 black jewels to the rest, and add the Obsidian Cradle landmark
to the Cursed Passage landmark stack. If Valparisa is in the game, that
player takes 1 of the black jewels at the start of the game.

At the end of the game, award these additional points to players:
• 3 points for the most doubloons (doubloons on ghost
ships do qualify for this)

Gameplay Changes
While you possess one or both of the black jewels, your ship has a new
effect whenever it moves. As you enter a new water region containing
enemy ships, immediately roll the attack die (cannot be rerolled with the
River Merfolk tile):

• 3 points for the most jewels (including black jewels, if
applicable)
• 3 points for the most reputation levels

The legendary ghost ship does not have a unique ability, it cannot use
water tiles (other than the group ‘S’ water tiles), and it can never be
redeemed - it’s too old and legendary!

Legendary Ghost Ship
Want to add a little more conflict to the game? Time to throw in a
legendary ghost ship! We recommend always using this optional module
in 2-player games.

Compass

Game Setup

Who can a pirate really trust? NO ONE! That is, no one except their trusty
mystic compass! In the darkest of times, when all scalawags have
forsaken their captains or died off, only this magical device can help point
the way to what a captain truly desires.

Set up the water tiles as though there is one extra player in the game.
The last player to choose a captain chooses an unused ghost ship figure
and places it in any region, facing either direction. Set up the ship’s play
mat on the table, giving it 2 doubloons, 2 random jewels, 2 crew, and 2
reputation levels. Deal it one of the randomly removed map fragments.
On the Alternate Island Adventure, give it 2 random relic tokens (not
taken from the crater).

Game Setup
At the start of the game, give each player 2 compass tokens, and add the
Old Mystic landmark to the Coastal Path landmark stack.

• 3 points for the most complete ship (sum total of the
ship’s remaining hull and crew)

Gameplay Changes

• 3 points for the most complete treasure map (most
different symbols)

Gameplay Changes

Only the single player with the most gets these. If there is a tie, no one
gets the bonus points.

• Crew: Kill 1 crew on each of the ships in the region.

Steal Ship Boarding Action

• Doubloon: Steal 1 doubloon from each of the ships in the
region.

Is your play group feeling really cut-throat? Then this section is for you!
With this optional module you will be able to steal other players’ ships,
not just their reputation.

• Voodoo: Give the black jewel to an enemy ship in the
region (no other voodoo effects occur).

Gameplay Changes

Treat this movement effect as an Upon Entry effect that’s always with
your ship. If you are able to move twice in one turn, you perform the
effect once for each region. Note that the black jewels can be stolen like
normal jewels.

The three captain cards that normally allow
stealing a player’s reputation will now
instead allow stealing a player’s ship. When
you are able to pull off this action, you and
the enemy player put down your hand of
action cards, and then get up and swap your seats. The game continues
on to the next player from where your seat was.
All acquired map fragments, jewels, damage, crew, reputation, etc. all stay
as is - each player simply controls a new captain!

End Game Scoring
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At the end of the game each black jewel is worth -3 victory points (this is
not altered for ghost ships, since the jewels are already cursed!). You
don’t want to end the game with one of these on board!

At the start of your turn, if you have 1 or fewer crew remaining, you may
use one of your compasses. Discard a compass token to exchange your
active action card for another player’s face-up action card – you may take
any normal face-up action card (whether it has already been resolved or
not), or any face-up captain card from a prior turn (one that has already
been resolved).

Before the Pillage phase each round, the legendary ghost ship sails
forward, gains 1 pillage token, and performs both a Broadsides Attack
and a Forward Attack. For each Attack, ships in the regions take damage
as normal, and then the attack die is rolled for each region, resolved as
any other standard ghost ship:
• Crew: Kill 1 crew on each of the ships in the region.
• Doubloon: Steal 1 doubloon from each of the ships in the
region.
• Voodoo: Do 1 damage.
Treat the legendary ghost ship as a normal player during the Pillage phase.
The legendary ghost ship counts as an “enemy,” and any player may steal
from it using normal methods (Boarding actions, water and landmark tiles,
etc.). It can be given and use the black jewel when playing with that optional
module – when giving the black jewel away, give it to the player in the
region who is closest in initiative order. The legendary ghost ship can even
claim end game scoring bonuses when using the optional Advanced
Scoring module.
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Then proceed with your turn as normal, using the new action card you
just acquired!

Game Setup

Alternate Island Adventure

Except the items noted below, follow the standard game setup rules:

1. Add the four action cards with the green top to the main draw deck
(they are not captain cards). Note that these cards contain a Hunt action
that grants a free crew.

Introducing a new, epic way to play Dead Man’s Doubloons! On the flip
side of the standard game board, you will find a second mysterious island
with even more hidden treasures waiting to be discovered. This new
island features a 5th water area, 5 separate beaches for captains to begin
their journey on, the Mücevher Crater goal at center of the island, and
many interweaving paths leading to it!

2. The Tribal Ruins Landmark tiles will be in use for this game - shuffle
them and place them to the side of the game board with the other
landmark tile stacks.
3. The totem and shell tokens (“relics”) will be in use for this game.
Randomly place 4 relics per player, face down, in the center of the
crater. Return the rest to the game box – they will not be used for this
game.

On this island, captains have the freedom to move in several directions,
allowing them to revisit previous landmarks. However, this may come at
the cost of not reaching the crater of jewels before their rivals. Captains
also need to consider the location of rival captains on the island, since
when two captains meet a duel will ensue.

4. Draw and place a random water tile from the appropriate group face
up in the corner of the each water region, starting with any beach region
and working clockwise, according to the following chart (return the rest
to the game box – they will not be used for this game):

Captains will encounter new Tribal Ruins landmarks. These landmarks
introduce special relics, totems and shells, into the game. Players may
work to collect sets of these as an additional way to gain points and
ultimately emerge victorious.

1

2

Gameplay Changes

Water Tile Draw Order

Except the items noted below, follow the standard gameplay rules.

2

Players

HUNT ACTION
On this island, players do not need to select a map fragment when
Advancing using a Hunt action – enemy captains never Follow on this
island. You do still need to possess two or more map fragments in order
to Advance though.
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Players

4

TRIBAL RUINS LANDMARKS AND RELICS
Tribal Ruins landmarks differ from other landmarks in that they have 2
sides. The left side is active before the legendary treasure is dug up (see
the Unlocking Mücevher Crater section), and the right side becomes
active after the treasure has been dug up. Other than that they behave as
normal landmarks.

Players

5

Players

6

Players
*If Mists of Morgana was placed here, swap it with one of the other group 3 tiles

• Choosing captains:

• When players choose and place their ships, they must place their
captain meeple on the beach in the same water region.
Tribal Ruins landmarks initially place relics (totems and shells) into play.
When a Tribal Ruin landmark states to “gain 1 relic,” draw a relic from the
crater and place it face up next to your ship placemat (if there are none
left in the crater, this effect does nothing). When a Tribal Ruin landmark
states to “add 1 relic,” draw a relic from the crater and place it as follows:
• Totems: Each totem is placed, face up, on a beach
location of choice.
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• Shells: Each shell is placed, face up, in a water region of
choice (except in regions with group ‘S’ water tiles).
Relics are collected by captains and ships. Whenever your captain meeple
Advances into a location containing one or more totems, you may
choose one of them to take. Whenever your ship performs a Pillage
action while in a region containing one or more shells, you may choose
one of them to take (in addition to normal Pillage action effects).

• Give each player the end game tracker token matching their
color – they will use this later, after the buried treasure has been
dug up.
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Setup the map tiles for the game as follows:
• Shuffle all the map fragment tiles together. Each player draws and
reveals 2 map fragment tiles (return the rest to the game box – they will
not be used for this game).
• Create a new map tile stack of special map tiles as follows (return the
rest to the game box – they will not be used for this game), and then
shuffle the stack:
• 2-4 players: Add 1 Island Lore and 1 Skull Amulet
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• 5-6 players: Add 1 Island Lore, 1 Skull Amulet, and 1 Protection
Orb
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SHIP VOODOO EFFECT
Whenever your ship Attacks and rolls the voodoo symbol on the attack
die, steal a shell from the rival ship. This is in addition to the standard
bonus effect for rolling the voodoo symbol while you are a ghost ship. If
you are playing with the optional Legendary Ghost Ship module, that ship
also gets both effects.

Unlocking Mucevher Crater
Once the last relic from the crater has been
placed, Mücevher Crater is unlocked and
accessible – enough pieces of the ancient
puzzle have been revealed, and you now
know the safe path down! To get to the
crater, you must perform a standard
Advance action while your captain is at one
of the 4 Tribal Ruin locations. The center of
the crater counts as a Cursed Passage
location, resolved as normal. Just like Mount
Zotètmon on the standard island, once a captain reaches the crater,
jewels will be drawn at the end of that round, as follows:

Discard all cards and add the captain cards to the main deck as in the
standard game. However, playing a captain card does not progress the
game toward the end like it does on the standard island. Each player
places their end game tracker token on the first spot on the end game
track on their placemat. Whenever a player acquires a map fragment or
relic, whether by picking it up, stealing it, or swapping for it, they move
the tracker token one space to the right (only once per action/effect).
When swapping, both players involved with the swap advance their
tokens. Note that when using the optional Steal Ship Boarding Action
module, a Steal Ship action does not qualify for advancing the end game
tracker token. Once any player’s end game tracker token reaches the FIN
space, the end game is triggered.

Other Rules

• What happens if there are no more doubloons available to place on the
island? Then the island has been depleted of its gold and players
will need to duke it out amongst themselves to steal what they can
from each other!
• What happens if there are not enough jewels to give out? Jewels are
drawn in player order, starting with the player with the initiative
token – if there are not enough left, one or more players simply
may not receive as many as were intended.

• What happens if there are no more pillage tokens available? There’s
only so much room for pirates to be plotting and scheming their
Pillage efforts on the island – if the pile is empty, you cannot take
gain any additional pillage strength for that round.

• All players who are in one of the 4 Tribal Ruin locations next to the crater
draw 1 jewel
After drawing jewels, captains do not return to their ships like they do on
the standard island - they will stay on the island, moving between the
locations and dueling one another. On their next Hunt action they may
move off the crater, in any connected direction they want. A captain may
return to the crater on a subsequent turn, but no additional jewels will be
drawn. Note that because the captains remain on the island and do not
return to their ships, an Exploit action will never occur like it will on the
standard island.

• For Boarding actions with a required icon, do I need to have actually
chosen that action in the prior turn? No – you simply need to have
played a card with the icon on it.

• When there’s more than one eligible target for an effect, such as with
the Shrieking and Whispering landmarks, who chooses the target? The
player who triggered the effect (usually the player whose turn it is).
If there is ever a question, default to the player whose turn it is.
• Who chooses which item is stolen? The stealing player chooses what
they steal. Conversely, if a player must give something, the giving
player chooses what they give.

• Can a player choose to do nothing on their action card? No – they
must always choose one of the two actions on their action card.
Likewise, they must attempt to complete the action as much as
possible (they cannot choose Attack: Broadsides and only hit some
of the ships in their region). A player may, however, choose an
action on a card that has little to no effect (such as Broadsides
when there are no ships in your region).

End Game Scoring
At the end of the game, award these additional points to players:
• Each shell counts as 1 point

• What happens if an action is chosen that has no eligible targets? This is
still a legal play, though in this case nothing happens.

• Each totem counts as 2 points

• What happens when a crew is killed (or stolen) but I have already lost all
crew? Nothing. More importantly, this does not cause you to
become a ghost ship – hull damage is required to do that.

• Each set of 3 symbols, across any combination of map
fragments, totems, or shells, counts as 4 points

• Crew: Kill one of the rival captain’s crew.
• Doubloon: Steal a doubloon from the rival captain.

• Is there a limit to the number of map fragments or relics a player can
have? No.

• If a set includes a 4th symbol, the set grants an extra 4
points (8 total)

• Voodoo: Steal a totem from the rival captain.

• Does the Protection Orb protect against any other forms of stealing or
swapping? No – it only protects against Boarding actions.

• I did most of the damage to a ship, but another pirate swooped in and
got the kill – do I really get no reputation from that? Correct - welcome
to the world of piracy!

If using the optional Advanced Scoring module, do not award 3 points for
the most complete map, since the above points overlap the purpose of
that bonus.

Note that the River Merfolk water tile does allow rerolling the attack die
during captain duels. Following the duel, proceed to resolve the
location’s landmark effect, as normal.

Note that relics do not count as cursed treasure for ghost ships.
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FAQ

• When I perform an Attack action, do I get to apply the effects of the
attack die to ghost ships that happen to be in the region? No, since you
could not inflict actual damage to them.

• All players who made it to the crater draw 3 jewels

CAPTAIN DUELS
When your captain meeple moves into a location with another captain(s),
including the crater location itself, you will engage in a captain duel.
Before dueling, if there are any totems in the area, you may choose one
of them to take, as normal. Next, choose one of the captains in the
location to duel with – the duel will be conducted before resolving the
location’s landmark effect (if one is present). One at a time, starting with
the player who moved into the location, both players roll the attack die:

8
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Glossaries

Water Tiles
Coral Reef: When your ship begins the round in
this region, gain 1 pillage token.

Captain / Ship Abilities
Captain: Pollyanna
Ship Name: The Catspaw
Ship Ability: Explorers
Description: When drawing a landmark tile, you
may draw 2 and choose 1 (place the other on the
bottom of the stack)

Fog: When you are Attacked in this region, you take
maximum 1 damage from the Attack. The attacker
does not need to have been in the same region. If
the Attacker is allowed to perform additional
effects, or do an additional damage from the
voodoo symbol on the attack die, those effects are
not altered or reduced by the Fog.

Captain: Widow Cheng
Ship Name: The Vixen
Ship Ability: Gadgeteers
Description: When Repairing, gain +1 hull

High Water: When performing an Attack: Forward
action, you may target a ship in the region you are
facing or the region beyond that one.

Captain: Calico Jack
Ship Name: The Coquette
Ship Ability: Experienced
Description: +1 hand size

Merfolk Seer: Your ship’s unique ability always
works in this region, even if you have lost 2 or more
crew.

Captain: Valparisa
Ship Name: The Candombe
Ship Ability: Voodoo Ship
Description: When Boarded, kill one of the enemy
ship’s crew. If playing with the optional Black Jewel
module, start the game with 1 black jewel

Mermaid Pack: When performing a Repair action,
gain 1 additional hull. This is in addition to any
other bonuses to repair that may be relevant
(Widow Cheng’s unique ability, being alone in a
region, etc.).

Captain: Hayreddin
Ship Name: The Razzias
Ship Ability: Vault
Description: Enemies cannot steal your doubloons
when rolling the attack die

Mists of Morgana: When performing a Board
action, you may Board a ship in the same region or
the region you are facing.

Captain: Bartholomeus Voet
Ship Name: The Likedelere
Ship Ability: Inferno Cannon
Description: When Attacking Forward, do +1
damage
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Rip Current: When you enter this region, for any
reason, you immediately Sail forward to the next
region. This movement is forced and interrupts any
additional effects. A ship can never remain in a
region with an ‘S’ water tile, nor can other tokens be
placed in the region (relic tokens).

River Merfolk: Anytime you roll the attack die for
an action while your ship is in this region, you may
reroll the die once. You must take the new result.
This can be used for ship attacks and captain duels.
This cannot be used for the black jewel, since that
die roll is not due to an action (it’s part of moving).

Mercenary Camp: Gain 1 crew and 1 hull. Crew and
hull can never go above the last spaces on their
respective tracks.

Shipwreck: When performing a Repair action, gain
1 crew. This is in addition to any other bonuses to
repair that may be relevant (Widow Cheng’s unique
ability, being alone in a region, etc.).

Old Mystic: Steal 1 compass from any other player.
This is not considered boarding, and so the
protection orb does not prevent this from
happening.

Stone Sextant: When your ship begins the round in
this region, you may swap 1 map fragment with any
enemy. You choose the map fragment on both
sides. This is not considered boarding, and so the
protection orb does not prevent this from
happening. If playing on the Alternate Island
Adventure, both you and the enemy player advance
your end game tracker tokens 1 space.

Salvage Merchant: Gain 2 hull. Hull can never go
above the last space on the hull track.

Star Axis: You may Sail and/or Come About, and
gain 1 hull. Sailing triggers Upon Entry effects and
the Black Jewel, as applicable. Hull can never go
above the last space on the hull track.

The Shallows: When your ship begins the round in
this region, your hand size is 5 (regardless of how
many crew you have). Calico Jack’s unique ability
still raises this by 1, so long as the ship has enough
crew.

Tribal Village: Gain 1 crew. Crew can never go
above the last space on the crew track.

Landmark Tiles
Voodoo Hut: You may force an enemy ship to Sail
and/or Come About, and that ship takes 1 damage.
Sailing triggers Upon Entry effects and the Black
Jewel, as applicable. The damage is not considered
an Attack and does not allow you to roll the Attack
die or gain reputation if the enemy ship is sunk.

Blue Tiles
Adventurer’s Tavern: Gain 1 reputation level.
Reputation can never go above the last space on
the reputation track.

Whispering Portal: The enemy with the most map
fragments gives 1 to the pirate with the least map
fragments. In the case there are multiple enemies
with the most map fragments, you choose which
one must give up the map fragment. In the case
there are multiple pirates with the least map
fragments, the enemy giving up the map fragment
chooses which pirate receives it.

Hidden Chamber: Replace this tile with a randomly
drawn yellow landmark tile, and then remove this
tile from the game. Resolve the new tile as normal.
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Whispering Ravine: The enemy with the most
doubloons gives 2 to the pirate with the least
doubloons. In the case there are multiple enemies
with the most doubloons, you choose which one
must give up the doubloons. In the case there are
multiple pirates with the least doubloons, the
enemy giving up the doubloons chooses which
pirate receives them.

Pandora’s Box: Replace this tile with a randomly
drawn red landmark tile, and then remove this tile
from the game. Resolve the new tile as normal.

Radiant Fountain: Gain 1 doubloon from the
island. If there are none remaining, this tile has no
effect.

Yellow Tiles

Carved Obelisk:

Dank Cave: Return 2 doubloons to the island. If you
do not have enough, you return as many as you
have left.

• Before the treasure at Mücevher Crater has been
dug up: Gain 1 random relic from the crater.

• After the treasure at Mücevher Crater has been dug
up: You may Advance to any beach location you
wish. If you Advance into a rival captain and/or
totem, resolve these events as normal.

Dead Creek: Kill 2 of your crew.

Celestial Altar:

• Before the treasure at Mücevher Crater has been
dug up: Gain 1 random relic from the crater. Draw 2
random relics from the crater and place them on
the board as appropriate.

Altar of Greed: Gain 2 pillage tokens. If there are
not enough remaining, you gain as many as are left.
Radiant Pool: Gain 2 doubloons from the island. If
there are not enough remaining, you gain as many
as are left.
Gilded Tablet: Perform a standard Advance (or
Exploit if this is after the treasure at Mount
Zotètmon has been dug up) action. When
Advancing, rival pirates will not follow you an
additional time, even if they have the same map
fragment(s). When Exploiting, you may choose any
color landmark tile (it does not also need to be
yellow), and then discard both tiles as normal.

Well of Wishes. Gain 1 pillage token. If there are
none remaining, this tile has no effect.

Jeweled Maze: Return 2 doubloons to the island to
draw 1 random jewel from the bag.

Red Tiles
Bleeding Totem: Kill 1 of your crew and take 2
damage.

Jeweled Throne: Return 1 doubloon to the island
to draw 1 random jewel from the bag.
Bone Lever: All enemies gain 1 pillage token. If
there are not enough remaining, enemies begin
taking their pillage token in clockwise order from
your position, until there are none remaining.

Legendary Tomb: Return 1 doubloon to the island
to gain 1 reputation level. Reputation can never go
above the last space on the reputation track.

Cursed Idol: Take 3 damage.
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Obsidian Cradle: Search through the jewel bag for
the black jewel (if one remains), and take it. Then
replace this tile with a randomly drawn red
landmark tile, and then remove this tile from the
game. Resolve the new tile as normal.

• After the treasure at Mücevher Crater has been dug
up: Replace this tile with a randomly drawn blue
landmark tile, and then remove this tile from the
game. Resolve the new tile as normal.
Decaying Temple:

Shrieking Arch: Give 1 crew to the enemy with the
least crew. If you do not have any, this tile has no
effect. In the case there are multiple enemies with
the least crew, you choose which enemy receives
the crew.

• Before the treasure at Mücevher Crater has been
dug up: Gain 1 random relic from the crater.

• After the treasure at Mücevher Crater has been dug
up: You may swap 1 totem with any enemy. You
choose the totems on both sides. This is not
considered a duel, and so neither player rolls the
attack die. Both you and the enemy player advance
your end game tracker tokens 1 space.

Shrieking Portal: Give 1 map fragment to the
enemy with the least map fragments. If you do not
have any, this tile has no effect. In the case there are
multiple enemies with the least map fragments, you
choose which enemy receives the map fragment.

Moonlit Lake:

• Before the treasure at Mücevher Crater has been
dug up: Gain 1 random relic from the crater. Draw 1
random relic from the crater and place it on the
board as appropriate.

Shrieking Ravine: Give 2 doubloons to the enemy
with the least doubloons. If you do not have
enough, you give as many as you have left. In the
case there are multiple enemies with the least
doubloons, you choose which enemy receives the
doubloons.

• After the treasure at Mücevher Crater has been dug
up: You may swap 1 shell with any enemy. You
choose the shells on both sides. This is not
considered boarding, and so the protection orb
does not prevent this from happening. Both you
and the enemy player advance your end game
tracker tokens 1 space.

Green Tiles
Burial Grounds:

Sunken Loom:

• After the treasure at Mücevher Crater has been dug
up: You may Advance to any beach location you
wish. If you Advance into a rival captain and/or
totem, resolve these events as normal.

• After the treasure at Mücevher Crater has been dug
up: Replace this tile with a randomly drawn yellow
landmark tile, and then remove this tile from the
game. Resolve the new tile as normal.

• Before the treasure at Mücevher Crater has been
dug up: Gain 1 random relic from the crater. Draw 1
random relic from the crater and place it on the
board as appropriate.

• Before the treasure at Mücevher Crater has been
dug up: Gain 1 random relic from the crater. Draw 2
random relics from the crater and place them on
the board as appropriate.
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Languages
This rulebook is also available in several other languages
on our website. You may scan the QR Code at the left for
easy access on your mobile device, or you can type the
following address manually on the device of your
choice:
https://thundergryph.com/rulebooks

Support
We are here to help, send us an email if you have any problems:
Replacement Parts
replacements@thundergryph.com
General Support
support@thundergryph.com
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